
Abstract1

Offset-based response time analysis of tasks scheduled
with fixed priorities has demonstrated to be a powerful tool
to analyze many task models with different kinds of timing
constraints, like regular periodic tasks, suspending tasks,
distributed systems, tasks with varying priorities, multi-
frame models, etc. Offset-based analysis techniques are ca-
pable of performing a global schedulability analysis in dis-
tributed systems, as opposed to the less efficient techniques
that consider each processing or communication resource
as independent. In this paper we extend the offset-based
schedulability analysis techniques to systems with EDF
scheduling, using analytical techniques that are similar to
those developed for fixed priority scheduling. With this new
analysis, we now have a complete set of techniques to per-
form the analysis of different task models in distributed het-
erogeneous systems, i.e., processors and communication
networks having either fixed priority or EDF schedulers.

1. Introduction

Rate Monotonic Analysis (RMA) [1][3] allows an exact
calculation of the worst-case response time of tasks in sin-
gle-processor real-time systems, including the effects of
task synchronization [10], the presence of aperiodic tasks,
the effects of deadlines before, at or after the periods of the
tasks [2] and tasks with precedence constraints in single
processor systems [4]. For multiprocessor and distributed
hard real-time systems there are fixed-priority schedulabil-
ity analysis techniques, such as the Holistic analysis [12],
which make an independent analysis on each processing or
communication resource, and then iterate over this analy-
sis. Because of the independent resource assumption, these
techniques produce pessimistic results. Offset-based analy-
sis techniques for fixed-priorities [13][8][9] make a global
analysis of the distributed system and are able to eliminate
much of the pessimism, obtaining response times that are
significantly lower, and increasing the maximum schedula-

ble utilization up to an additional 25%. Offset-based analy-
sis techniques are also capable of correctly modeling and
analyzing the effects of suspension in hard real-time tasks.

Spuri [6][7] adapted the Holistic Analysis technique to
systems based on EDF schedulers. In this paper we extend
Spuri's techniques and the offset-based analysis techniques
developed for fixed-priority systems to analyze systems
based on dynamic priorities, under EDF. This extension
allows us to take advantage of the benefits that a global sys-
tem-wide analysis has on improving the estimations of
worst-case response times over the values obtained through
the holistic analysis. Because offset-based analysis tech-
niques for EDF are very similar to those for fixed priorities,
by combining the two it is possible to analyze heteroge-
neous systems in which some nodes are scheduled under
EDF while others are scheduled under fixed priorities.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
review the analysis technique derived by Spuri for periodic
tasks under EDF, as the basis for our technique. Then, in
Section 3 we obtain the analysis technique for EDF tasks
with static offsets. In Section 4 we extend the analysis to
handle tasks with dynamic offsets, and we show how to
support different timing constraints under the task model
with dynamic offsets. Section 5 shows the simulation
results obtained with the new technique, comparing them
with those of current techniques, based on independent
tasks. Finally, in Section 6 we give our conclusions.

2. Analysis for Periodic Tasks
In this section we will consider a task model with inde-

pendent periodic tasks scheduled under the EDF algorithm.
In this model, the system is composed of a set of n periodic
tasks executing in a single processor. Each task τi is acti-
vated periodically with a period of Ti, and has a worst-case
execution time of Ci. Each task activation or instance is
called a job, and must execute before a deadline di, relative
to its activation time. Each task job can have a release jitter
bounded by a maximum value Ji, so the release of the task
may be delayed a maximum of Ji from its activation time.
Both Ji and di may be greater than the task's period, in such
a way that several activations of a task can be pending for
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execution at a given instant. The task set is scheduled under
a preemptive EDF scheduler, that is, if some tasks are ready
to execute, the scheduler will run the task with the earliest
deadline, relative to the current time. For each task τi we
define its worst-case response time as the maximum of the
response times of all the jobs, each of which is defined as
the difference between the job’s completion time and its
activation time. The worst-case response time will be
called Ri.

In [6] Spuri develop a method to calculate the worst-
case response times of tasks under this model. We will
present here that analysis technique with some changes in
notation that will facilitate the introduction of offsets in
Section 3.

The response time analysis is based on the creation of
the longest busy period. A busy period is defined for EDF
scheduling as an interval of time during which the CPU is
busy processing pending execution of any task. In fixed pri-
ority scheduling, the worst-case response time of a task τa
is found after a critical instant, when the activation of τa
coincides with the activation of all tasks with higher prior-
ity after having experienced the maximum jitter. In that sit-
uation, the critical instant coincides with the start of a busy
period. In EDF scheduling that property is not true, but the
busy period concept is still useful. The following theorem
helps us to find the critical instant for a task:

Theorem 1. The worst-case response time of a task τa is
found in a busy period in which all other tasks are released
simultaneously at the beginning of the busy period, after
having experienced their maximum jitter (i.e., each task τi
with an activation Ji time units before the start of the busy
period).

Proof: Let t0 be the instant at which a task τi is activated
the first time in the busy period, and let D be the deadline
of an instance of the analyzed task, τa, relative to the begin-
ning of the busy period. Suppose that t0 does not coincide
with the beginning of the busy period: in this circumstance,
if we move the activation pattern of τi to occur earlier,
down to the point when the first activation coincides with
the beginning of the busy period, it is possible that new
activations occur in the busy period, making it longer. The
deadlines of each activation of τi will be earlier, so an acti-
vation with a deadline after instant D may have been
moved to have a deadline before D, thus increasing the
response time of task τa. On the other hand, if the first acti-
vation had experienced its maximum jitter but continues to
be released at the start of the busy period, the following
activations will occur the earliest possible and with a dead-
line that is earlier, relative to the beginning of the busy
period. Therefore, increasing the jitter of the first activation
can only increase the response time of task τa, and the the-
orem follows.

Note that, contrary to the other tasks, releasing the ana-
lyzed task at the start of the busy period may not lead to its
worst-case response time. If we move the activation pattern
of τa to occur earlier, we are causing deadline D to be ear-
lier too, and this could imply that some deadlines of other
tasks that previously occurred before D could now occur
after D, and thus make the response time of task τa become
smaller. So, the critical instant for a task is found in a busy
period that is started by the simultaneous activation of all
tasks except perhaps the one under analysis.

In order to calculate the worst-case response time of task
τa, we will now calculate, under the conditions of theorem
1, the worst-case contribution of a task τi to a busy period
of length t when the deadline of τa occurs at instant D. We
will name this contribution Wi(t,D). Figure 1 shows a sce-
nario for calculating this contribution.

When we calculate the worst-case contribution of a task
τi to a busy period we must consider the activations that
occur in the interval [0,t) but we must only consider the
activations with deadline before or at D. Each of the activa-
tions will be identified with a sequence number p, starting
at p=1. In Figure 1, activation p=4 occurs before t, but its
deadline is after D, so under the EDF rules it must not be
considered for the worst-case contribution.

To calculate the number of activations of τi in the busy
period we can see that the identifier of the last activation in
that busy period, pt, is the only value of p that simulta-
neously satisfies:

and:

from which we get:

Given that pt is an integer number, the solution to the
above two expressions is:

Figure 1. Scenario for calculating the worst-case 
contribution
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Similarly, the last activation that verifies the deadline
condition, pD, is the only value of p that simultaneously
verifies:

and:

from which we get:

so, we get the expression:

Given that the activations that contribute to the worst
case are those with p≤pt and p≤pD, using eqs. (4) and (8)
the worst-case contribution of task τi to the busy period is:

Given that di may be longer than the period, expression
(8) may return a negative value, indicating that all activa-
tions have their deadlines after D and so, that the contribu-
tion is 0. With (x)0 we indicate that if x is negative the
result is 0.

Using this expression we can calculate the worst-case
response time of task τa. Unfortunately, we don't know
which instant in the busy period corresponds to the critical
instant, but it is easy to see that it can be found at the begin-
ning of the busy period, or at an instant such that the dead-
line of the analyzed job of τa coincides with the deadline of
a task τi’s job. Otherwise the activation of task τa could be
moved to an earlier time without changing the execution
schedule, but making the response time larger. The set of
instants, Ψ, at which the deadline of τa’s job coincides with
the deadlines of one of the task jobs in the busy period is:

where L corresponds to longest busy period, calculated as:

The equation above is one of many recurrence equations
found in response time analysis [1] in which the value to be
calculated is in both sides of the equation; of the many
solutions, only the one with the minimum positive value is
valid. These equations can be easily solved iteratively by
starting with a small value of L and using the value

obtained from the equation in the next iteration, until a
stable solution is found. The equation is guaranteed to have
a solution if the utilization of the task set is under 100%.
Although the computation time is pseudopolynomial, it is
usually short except for utilizations very close to 100%.

Each potential critical instant is obtained by subtracting
da from each value in Ψ. Checking all the possible critical
instants we can find the critical instant that causes the
worst-case response time of the task. Given that there may
be several activations of τa in the busy period, we must ana-
lyze them all. If the first activation of τa occurs at time A
after the beginning of the busy period, the completion time
of activation p of τa, wa

A(p), can be calculated by adding
the worst-case contribution of all tasks, which is:

where DA(p) is the deadline of activation p, having the first
activation of τa occurred at A:

The worst-case response time is calculated by subtract-
ing the activation time from the obtained completion time:

For each value of p, we only need to check the values of
A within the period, i.e., between 0 and Ta (if A was greater
than the period, then we would be analyzing another activa-
tion with a different value of p). That is, we only need to
check the values of Ψ in the subset:

For each element of Ψ*, named Ψx, the value to check is
A = Ψx - [(p-1)Ta-Ja+da].

To calculate the worst-case response time of task τa we
must determine the maximum response times within all the
potential critical instants examined:

3. Analysis for Tasks with Static Offsets

3.1. Computational Model

Now we will consider the offset-based model, in which
the real-time system is composed of a set of tasks executing
in the same processor and grouped into entities that we call
transactions [8]. Each transaction Γi is activated by a peri-
odic sequence of external events with period Ti, and con-
tains a set of mi tasks. The relative phasings between the
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different external events are arbitrary. Each task job is acti-
vated (released) when a relative time —called the offset—
elapses after the arrival of the external event (and then add-
ing the release jitter). In this section of the paper we will
assume that the offset is static, i.e., it does not change from
one activation to the next. We will consider dynamic offsets
in Section 4. 

Figure 2 shows an example of such a system: the hori-
zontal axis represents time; down-pointing arrows repre-
sent the arrival of the external events associated to each
transaction, while up-pointing arrows represent the activa-
tion times of each task job; and shaded boxes represent task
execution.

Each task will be identified with two subscripts: the first
one identifies the transaction to which it belongs, and the
second one the position that the task occupies within the
tasks of its transaction, when they are ordered by increas-
ing offsets. In this way, τij will be the j-th task of transac-
tion Γi, with an offset of φij and a worst-case execution time
of Cij. In addition, we will allow each task to have a maxi-
mum release jitter, which we will call Jij. This means that
the activation time of task τij may occur at any time
between t0+φij and t0+φij+Jij, where t0 is the instant at
which the external event arrived. Notice that although off-
sets represent a kind of precedence constraints, in our anal-
ysis tasks are activated at a time equal to the arrival of the
external event plus the offset and the release jitter, and they
execute regardless of whether tasks of the same transaction
and smaller offsets have finished or not.

We will allow both the offset φij and the maximum jitter
Jij to be larger than the period of their transaction, Ti. For
each task τij we can define two kinds of response time: the
global response time (also called end-to-end response
time), defined as the difference between its completion
time and the instant at which the associated external event
arrived; and the local response time, measured from the
task's offset. We will call Rij the global worst-case response
time and rij the local one. Each task may have a relative
deadline dij, relative to its activation and may have an asso-

ciated global deadline, Dij, which is relative to the arrival of
the external event. We will also allow deadlines to be larger
than the periods, and thus at any time there may be several
activations of the same task pending.

We will assume that if tasks synchronize for using
shared resources in a mutually exclusive way they will be
using a hard real-time synchronization protocol such as the
stack-based protocol [14]. Under this assumption, the
effects of synchronization on a task under analysis τab are
bounded by an amount called the blocking term Bab.

3.2. Response-Time Analysis

In this subsection we will obtain the worst-case response
time of the task under analysis. For building the worst-case
scenario for a task τab under analysis, we must create a crit-
ical instant that leads to the worst-case busy period, with an
approach similar to the one described in Section 2. For
tasks with offsets, we must take into account that the busy
period may not include the simultaneous activation of all
tasks, as it was the case when all tasks were independent.
The existence of offsets makes it impossible for some sets
of tasks to simultaneously become active. The following
theorem allows building the busy period in which the
worst-case response time of τab can be found:

Theorem 2. The worst-case contribution of transaction
Γi to the response time of a task τab is obtained when the
first activation of some task τik that occurs within the busy
period coincides with the beginning of the busy period,
after having experienced the maximum possible delay, i.e.,
the maximum jitter, Jik.

Proof: Similar to the proof of theorem 1.

Based on theorem 2, in the analysis of a task τab we
must study all possible busy periods created by choosing
one task in each transaction to coincide with the beginning
of the busy period. Given a task τik coinciding with the start
of the busy period, we will try to find out the contribution
of each task τij in transaction Γi to the worst-case response
time. Let us focus on the activation pattern of task τij, and
let us call its phase relation with the beginning of the busy
period, φ. This is the time interval between the activation of
transaction Γi that occurred immediately before the busy
period, and the beginning of busy period. Notice that
0≤φ<Ti because Γi is periodic. In order to calculate the
worst-case contribution of τij to the response time of task
τab we must categorize each instance of the task into one of
the following sets:

•Set 0: Activations that occur before the busy period and
that cannot occur inside the busy period even with the
maximum jitter delay.

•Set 1: Activations that occur before or at the beginning of
the busy period and that can be delayed by an amount of

Figure 2. Computational model of a system composed of 

transactions with static offsets
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jitter that causes them to coincide with the beginning of
the busy period.

•Set 2: Activations that occur inside the busy period.

Figure 3 shows two possible scenarios for the alignment
of the transaction Γi's arrival pattern and the busy period.
Scenario 1, in the upper part of the figure, corresponds to
the case in which , and the lower part, Scenario 2,
corresponds to φ<φij. Dotted lines represent the actual jitter
or delay in the activation time for each instance of the task.
In both scenarios, time t0 corresponds to the first event of
Γi whose task τij may be delayed by jitter until the begin-
ning of the busy period (activations before t0 would require
a delay larger than the maximum jitter to occur at the start
of the busy period, tB). The event that occurs at t1 may also
be delayed by an amount that makes it coincide with the
busy period. The activation of τij associated with the event
that arrived at t2, can be delayed until the beginning of the
busy period in Scenario 1, but not in Scenario 2, because
the offset φij is larger than the relative phase φ between the
event arrivals and the busy period. For scenario 2, the job
associated with the event arriving at t2 must be included in
Set 2.

Once the jobs of task τij have been categorized into the
three sets above, the calculation of the jitter terms that lead
to the worst-case contribution of τij to the response time of
task τab with deadline D is done according to:

Theorem 3. Given a task instance τab with deadline D,
and a phase relation φ between the arrival pattern of trans-
action Γi and the beginning of the busy period, the worst-
case contribution of task τij to the response time of τab
occurs when the activations in Set 1 have an amount of jit-
ter such that they all occur at the beginning of the busy
period, and when activations in Set 2 have an amount of jit-
ter equal to zero.

Proof: By the definition of a busy period, activations in
Set 0 are not involved in it; otherwise, the busy period
would have started earlier.

For activations in Set 1, we must delay them with a jitter
amount that causes them to occur inside the busy period.
But if this delay causes the activation to occur after the
beginning of the busy period, it might fall outside the busy
period; or its deadline may be delayed to an instant after D,
thus making the response time of τab smaller. Conse-
quently, to ensure the maximum possible contribution to
the busy period, the jitter amount must be such that the
activation occurs at the start of the busy period.

For the activations in Set 2, the larger the jitter delay
they have, the more probability that the activation occurs
outside the busy period or with a deadline after D. Thus, to
ensure the worst possible contribution, the jitter amount for
these activations must be zero.

Under the conditions of Theorem 3, we will now calcu-
late the worst-case contribution of tasks belonging to trans-
action Γi to a busy period of length t and deadline D, when
the beginning of the busy period coincides with the activa-
tion of one of its tasks τik. We will call this contribution
Wik(t,D). In the same way as in Section 2, we must consider
the activations that occur in the interval [0,t) but with a
deadline before or at D. First, we will calculate the number
of activations of task τij that belong to Set 1, and thus that
may accumulate at the beginning of the busy period. We
will call this number nij (in the example, the upper-part sce-
nario had nij=3 and the lower-part scenario had nij=2). To
calculate nij, we will define ∆ as the difference in time
between the time at which the last activation in Set 1 would
have occurred if it had no jitter delay, and the start of the
busy period. In the example of Figure 3, ∆ = tb- t2- φij for
Scenario 1, and ∆ = tb- t1- φij for Scenario 2. It can be seen
that:

or, equivalently:

Given that the beginning of the busy period coincides
with the activation of task τik after having experienced the
maximum jitter, phase φ is equal to:

so, by the properties of the mod function:

The first activation of τij in Set 1 corresponds to the
event arriving at t0, which is the first one whose activation
may occur at or after the beginning of the busy period.

Figure 3. Scenarios for calculating the contribution of task 
τij to the busy period.
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Therefore, this is the only activation that simultaneously
verifies:

and:

By looking at Figure 3 we can see that: 

and replacing it in the two previous expressions we get:

from which we get:

Given that nij is an integer number, the solution to the
above two expressions is:

In order to determine the effects of activations belonging
to Set 2, we need to know the time at which the first of
them occurs; the others will occur at periodic intervals after
the initial one. We will call ϕijk the time difference between
the beginning of the busy period (which coincides with the
activation of τik) and that first activation in Set 2. Given the
definition of ∆ we have:

We could have used ϕijk in the equation above to obtain:

According to Theorem 3, the worst-case contribution of
τij to a busy period of length t is equivalent to nij activations
at the beginning of the busy period, plus a sequence of peri-
odic activations starting at ϕijk time units after. Without
loss of generality, let's set the origin of time at the begin-
ning of the busy period. Then, the worst-case contribution
of task τij to the response time of τab at time t is determined
by:

where ϕijk can be obtained from (20) and (27) as

Now we must consider the deadline condition, that is,
only the activations with deadlines before D can contribute
to the response time. In Figure 4 we can see an example of
the activations of task τij that can contribute to the busy
period of length t. There are nij activations delayed until the
beginning of the busy period and an activation that occurs
inside the busy period with a phase ϕijk. We can see in Fig-
ure 4 that the number of activations in the busy period
which have their deadline at or before D is the same as if
we consider a periodic task without jitter in a busy period
that start at instant t0 and with a deadline of D'. Given that
the interval between t0 and the first activation in the real
busy period is nijTi, we get:

and so, the number of activations from instant t0 that have
their deadline at or before D is:

Given that the activations that contribute to the worst
case must be at or before the values specified by both con-
ditions (29) and (32), and deriving from (9), the worst-case
contribution of task τij to a busy period of length t and
deadline D when the beginning of the busy period coin-
cides with the activation of τik is:

Finally, the total contribution of transaction Γi is calcu-
lated by adding the contributions of all tasks:
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Figure 4. Activations in busy period with deadline D
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To calculate the worst-case response time of task τij we
must check all possible busy periods built choosing one
task in each transaction. Obviously, the large number of
combinations make the analysis intractable and cannot be
used. To solve this problem, the following section shows an
approximation that gives extremely good results.

3.3. Upper-Bound Approximation for Worst-Case 
Analysis

As in the analysis techniques for offsets in fixed priority
scheduling [8], we will use the approximate method
described in [13] that will let us obtain upper bounds for
the global worst-case response times in a system composed
of transactions with fixed offsets. Although the technique is
not exact, the number of cases that need to be checked has
a polynomial dependency on the number of tasks, which
makes the method applicable even for relatively large sys-
tems. If the response times obtained with this method are
smaller than the respective deadlines, the method gives
guarantees that all timing requirements will be met.

The main problem with the technique developed in sec-
tion 3.2 is that we don't know which task τik must be used
to create the worst-case busy period. This caused us to have
to check all possible combinations. We can avoid this prob-
lem by obtaining an upper bound to the interference of the
tasks of a transaction Γi in a busy period of duration t and
deadline D, as the maximum of all possible interferences
that could have been caused by considering each of the
tasks of Γi as the one originating the busy period:

Therefore, using this function in the calculation of the
response times, we can make sure that the time obtained is
an upper bound for the contribution of the tasks of transac-
tion Γi and thus it is not necessary to calculate all the possi-
ble combinations for k. By using one function like this for
each transaction, we can calculate the global worst-case
response time for a particular task by checking only a sin-
gle case.

In order to introduce less pessimism, we will not use
that maximum function for the transaction to which the
task under analysis belongs, but we will use the original
transaction instead. Consequently, we must repeat the anal-
ysis considering each task of transaction Γa to be the first to
be activated in the busy period, and then use the worst of
these results. The number of possibilities is small, equal to
the number of tasks in the transaction. 

Again, we don't know which instant in the busy period
corresponds to the critical instant for the analysis of τab,
but as we mentioned in Section 2, the critical instant can be
found at the beginning of the busy period or at an instant
such that the deadline of τab coincides with the deadline of

another task of another transaction. For convenience, we
will number the jobs of tasks using the letter p, with con-
secutive numbers ordered according to the activation time
that they would have had if they had no jitter. In addition,
we will assign the value p=1 to the activation of τij that
occurs in the interval (0,Ti]. This means that the activation
that occurred in the interval (Ti,2Ti] gets the value p=2, etc.
Similarly, the activation that would have occurred in the
interval (-Ti,0] but that was delayed to the beginning of the
busy period corresponds to p=0, the one in (-2Ti,-Ti] to
p=-1, etc. Notice that activations that occur after the begin-
ning of the busy period are numbered with positive num-
bers, while previous activations have values of p≤0.

In this schema, the deadline of activation p of task τij is
equal to  ϕijk + (p-1)Ti + dij. Accordingly, the first activa-
tion of a task τij in the busy period built with τik corre-
sponds to index:

and the last one to:

where L is the length of the busy period (or an upper
bound, as obtained in (11)). So, the set of values to check in
the analysis, Ψ, can be obtained from:

Given that there may be several activations of τab in the
busy period, we must analyze them all. In the busy period
created with τac the activations to analyze are those from p
= p0,abc to p = pL,abc. If the first activation of τab occurs at a
time instant A after the beginning of busy period, the com-
pletion time of activation p, , can be calculated by
adding the worst-case contribution of all transactions:

where  is the result of (34) for transaction Γa without
considering contribution of τab, and  is the
deadline of activation p when the first one occurs at instant
A:

Wi∗ t D,( ) max Wik t D,( )( ) k Γi∈∀,= (35)

p
0 i jk,

Jij ϕijk+

Ti
-------------------- 1+–= (36)

pL ijk,
L ϕi jk–

Ti
------------------= (37)

Ψ ϕi jk p 1–( )Ti dij+ +{ }∪=

p∀ p
0 ijk, … L ϕi jk–

Ti
------------------= j k, Γi∈∀,

(38)

wabc
A

p( )

wabc
A

p( ) p p
0 abc,– 1+( )Cab=

+Wac
 -
wabc
A

p( ) Dabc
A

p( ),( ) Wi wabc
A

p( ) Dabc
A

p( ),( )
i a≠∀

+
(39)

Wac
 -

Dabc
A

p( )
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A

p( ) A ϕabc p 1–( )Ta dab+ + += (40)
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The global worst-case response time is obtained by sub-
tracting from the obtained completion time the arrival
instant of the external event:

For each p we only need to check the values of A
between 0 and Ta (if A was greater, then we would be ana-
lyzing an activation with another value of p) in such a way
that its deadline coincides with the deadline of another
task. That is, we only need to check the values of Ψ in the
subset:

For each element of Ψ*, named Ψx, the value to check is
A = Ψx - [ϕijk+(p-1)Ta+dab].

The busy period can be calculated by considering the
contributions without the deadline limitation, i.e.,

To calculate the global worst-case response time of task
τab we must determine the maximum amount among all the
potential critical instants examined:

Note that we can calculate local response times in the
same way, but without considering the phase of the task,
φab in equation (41). The system will be schedulable if all
worst-case response times (local and global) are lower than
the respective deadlines (local and global).

4. Analysis for Tasks with Dynamic Offsets
In this section we will extend the analysis to include the

case in which the system has tasks with dynamic offsets.
As in the case with static offsets, the system is composed of
a set of transactions that execute in the same processor.
Each transaction Γi has a period of Ti and contains a set of
mi tasks with activation offset Φij, worst-case execution
time Cij, and maximum jitter Jij. However, in this case task
offsets are allowed to vary dynamically, from one activa-
tion to the next, within a minimum and a maximum value:

. In [8] we solved this problem by
using the analysis technique for static offsets with an offset
equal to Φij,min and a release jitter of Jij+Φij,max-Φij,min.

In [8] we saw that the analysis for tasks with dynamic
offsets is useful in systems in which tasks suspend them-

selves and also in distributed and multiprocessor systems.
We can model tasks in such systems scheduled under EDF
exactly in the same way as we did for fixed priorities. In
this kind of system the task offsets and jitter terms depend
on the response times of previous tasks in the transaction,
which themselves depend on the offsets and jitter terms.
For example, in a distributed system with end-to-end dead-
lines an external event causes a response composed of a
sequence of tasks, in which each task activates the next one
through the transmission of a message when it finishes.
This system can be modeled with tasks having offsets and
jitters: each task would have an offset term equal to the ear-
liest possible activation time in the sequence (i.e., the best-
case response time of the preceding task) and a jitter term
equal to the difference between the worst- and best-case
response times of the preceding task.

Using an iterative algorithm, similar to the one used for
the holistic analysis, and using adequate initial values for
offsets and jitter terms [8] we can calculate the response
times. From these we can obtain new jitter terms that we
can use to estimate new response times. This algorithm
converges to stable values with which we can obtain tight
upper bounds for the worst-case response times.

5. Comparison with existing techniques
We have compared the results of the analysis for tasks

with dynamic offsets using the upper-bound approximation
presented in Section 3.3 with the results obtained using the
current analysis technique for distributed systems by Spuri,
which models the system as a set of independent tasks with
their release jitter inherited from the previous tasks in the
transaction [7]. For this purpose, we have conducted exten-
sive simulations with different task sets whose execution
times and periods were generated randomly. Deadlines
were assigned based on periods. Local deadlines are
assigned by dividing the end-to-end deadline among all the
tasks. The results of some of these simulations are shown
in this section.

The first set of graphs (Figure 5 to Figure 7) compares
the response times obtained using Spuri’s technique for
independent tasks, Rindep, with the response times obtained
using our offset-based algorithm, ROffsets. In these figures,
we show the average ratio Rindep/ROffsets obtained for five
simulated tasks sets for each point in the graph. The X axis
represents processor utilization. Each figure presents the
results for three different ratios of the maximum transac-
tion period over the minimum transaction period, Tmax/
Tmin. Figure 5 shows the results for a set of 10 transactions
with 5 tasks per transaction, in one processor, for the case
in which the best-case response times are considered negli-
gible, and thus the task offsets are all zero. It can be seen
that for normal utilization levels of around 60%, the

Rabc
A

p( ) wabc
A

p( ) A– ϕabc– p 1–( )Ta– φab+= (41)

Ψ∗ Ψx Ψ∈
ϕabc p 1–( )Ta dab+ Ψx ϕabc pTa dab+ +<≤+

{
}

= (42)

Labc Wac Labc ∞,( ) Wi
∗ Labc ∞,( )

i a≠∀

+= (43)

Rab max Rabc
A

p( )( )=

p∀ p
0 ijk, … L ϕi jk–
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(44)
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response times with independent tasks are roughly between
2.7 and 3.5 times larger than in the analysis with dynamic
offsets.

Figure 6 shows the results for a similar case, but running
on four processors. We can see that as the number of tasks
of the same transaction that are in the same processor
diminishes, the benefits of the offset-based algorithm also
diminish. However, these benefits are still significant, with
response times between 2.2 and 3.4 times better for 60%
utilization. Figure 7 shows the results for the same case as
Figure 6, except that the best-case response time of each
task is considered equal to the sum of the execution times
of itself and all its predecessor tasks in the same transac-
tion. We can see that, in this case, the results are signifi-
cantly better, with response times between 3.5 and 4.75
times better than in the analysis with independent tasks, for
a utilization of 60%. 

The second set of graphs (Figure 8 and Figure 9) com-
pare the maximum schedulable utilization that can be
obtained for a given task set using the analysis for indepen-
dent tasks, the offset-based algorithm with zero best-case
response times, and the offset-based algorithm with best-

case response times equal to the task execution times. The
maximum schedulable utilization is obtained by analyzing
a system with low utilization and then increasing its utiliza-
tion until the system no longer meets its deadlines. The
maximum schedulable utilization is taken for the last of the
task sets for which the deadlines were met. The simulations
have been done for different ratios of deadlines over peri-
ods, Di/Ti. Figure 8 shows the results for the simulation of a
system with 4 processors, 5 transactions and 20 tasks per
transaction, with Tmax/Tmin=10. Figure 9 shows the results
for a similar task system, but with 12 tasks per transaction
instead of 20 and with Tmax/Tmin=100. We can see that
from values of Di/Ti=2 and higher, we can get an increase
of around 25% more schedulable utilization in the case of
12 tasks, and 16% more in the case of 20 tasks. It is also
worth mentioning that for systems with several processors
the results are better if we consider best-case response
times larger than zero, although it is still possible to get
benefits from our new analysis if we consider the best exe-
cution times (and thus the offsets) equal to zero.

The execution time of the offset-based analysis tech-
niques for EDF scheduling is significantly higher than for
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fixed-priority scheduling, because the number of cases to
analyze is higher, due to the fact that all the potential criti-
cal instants in the busy period need to be checked. In fixed
priority systems there is only one critical instant per busy
period. In EDF, the amount of cases to check is polyno-
mial, equal to the number of deadlines in Ψ, which is Σ ,
where mi is the number of tasks in transaction Γi. However,
since this is an off-line analysis technique it is usually not a
problem to spend more time in it.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a modification of the

analysis of fixed-priority tasks with offsets, to support EDF
scheduling. This modification allows analyzing distributed
or multiprocessor systems with significantly better results
than using the previous holistic analysis for EDF. In many
simulation experiments we obtained response times that
were between 250% and 500% better than with the holistic
analysis. The modification is also useful for analyzing
other effects, such as task suspension. 

With the technique obtained we have a complete set of
tools for analyzing real-time systems with nodes that are
scheduled either under EDF or fixed priorities, using the
same family of offset-based analysis methods.
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